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God, this book is hilarious... what, that part, about the magic bathroom of the eye... he plays so straight. Here it is: There is another opportunity given to the magician that should not be overlooked. I mean, the magnetic eye bath doesn't lose sight of the magnetic eye bath! He's so serious about everything. You have to
open the pores by rubbing yourself with loofa or something, 100 times on each limb. Because uh, I don't know. magic gets an inch or something like that. You can get away with actually doing almost nothing of this God, this book is hilarious... what, that part, about the magic bathroom of the eye... he plays so straight.
Here it is: There is another opportunity given to the magician that should not be overlooked. I mean, the magnetic eye bath doesn't lose sight of the magnetic eye bath! He's so serious about everything. You have to open the pores by rubbing yourself with loofa or something, 100 times on each limb. Because uh, I don't
know. magic gets an inch or something like that. You can get away with actually doing almost none of this. I can't imagine who's raving about this book actually practiced. The theory section is also very ... Dim. Many things that were obsolete by the time Plato was born. But its magic, because ancient. And then some very
simple review of the tarot that no one needs. Basically it can be missed. Do yourself a favor and read the philosophy for yourself. You don't need an infinite number of intermediaries to interpret the texts for you. Find some basic review-up socratic philosophers, (I hear Oxford's First Philosophers well, I liked the podcast
series here), and read Hermes-Trismagestus myself. All his works have been translated, collected here or, freely available, but a little less accurate here. And then there is no reason to give up your money after every published interloper of the 20th century. But I can't be bad for Bardon, he's very charming, I like how
sincere he is, and overall you won't be misled by them as such. You could have done a lot worse. And the fact that it sets explanaty exercises at the end of each chapter very well, I wish more occult guides did it, it's like a tutorial. You just have to put up with things like this much: The Wise Archimedes once said: Show
me one point on the universe and I will move the Earth! Few people know that this sentence hides a great occult secret, namely the mystery of the fourth dimension. (my sides)... more self-initiation into The Holy Mysteries with the need of a guru or master. Dedication to sealant provides step-by-step training in the form
of practical exercises. These exercises lead to the development of the body, soul and spirit. The result of practical exercises is the development of occult abilities that can benefit the student as far as he can change his or her existence for the better. The great mystery of Tetragrammaton, the key to the tetrapolar magnet,
is explained. Reading the theoretical section revealed secrets that were once known to only very few. The reader will receive first-hand knowledge about the principles of fire, air, water and earth, the positive and negative attributes of these elements, as well as how these elements affect the human body. The immutable
law of cause and effect is explained not only in the human body, but also in how it applies to elements. Detailed information is also given about the soul or astral body, and how the four elements determine the temperament in a person. The astral plan is considered to be outside most religions. This plane has its
inhabitants, most of whom are departed people from Earth. In addition, you will find elementaries, creatures with one or only several attributes. It is very profitable to know about these creatures and how they affect human life. There is also another kind of being that is a creature of pure elements. The reader will discover
that many myths or even fairy tales are based on the truth. But humanity has lost the ability to stay in touch with reality and has chosen to live in a completely transient world, which they consider their reality. The third plain, the mental plain, is also explained; it is an area of thought that originates in the world of ideas.
Each step of the practical part of this book is divided into three parts: magical spiritual or mental education, soul or astral schooling, as well as physical education. This allows the student to maintain a complete balance. The student learns to control all his mental abilities to the point that he can control every thought. He
will learn introspection, clairvoyance, clairvoyance, astral and mental travel, control of electrical and magnetic fluids, and communication with astral plain beings. --This text refers to the print or inaccessible edition of the title. Stock image of this item: Merkur Pub Co 2001-03, 2001. Condition: good. Seller Inventory -
MBSG85928122 Dedication to Hermetica Initiation in HermeticsAuthorFranz BardonOriginal title'Der Weg zum Wahren Adepten'TranslatorGerhard Hansole Franca GalloCountryGermanyLanguageEngublishicGenreErmismublisher English1962 (published by Osiris Verlag)Media typePrint (Paperback)Pages356
pagesISBN1-885928-12-2OCLC76518248After 'The practice of Evocation magical arousal in sealing is the name of the English translation of the first of three volumes of Franz Bardon concerning self-realization in accordance with hermetic tradition. The publication of the book was first published in German in 1956
under the name Der Weg zum Wahren Adepten by publisher Verlag Hermann Bauer. The first English edition appeared in 1962, published by Osiris Verlag and translated by Alfred Radspiller. The second English translation was published in 1971 by Dieter Ruggeberg. Most translation is published by Merkur, whose
translators were Gerhard Hansville and Frank Gallo and edited by Ken Johnson. The structure of the book itself is divided into two sections: the theory section and the practical section. The theory section sets out esoteric theory and hermetic philosophy to help the student follow this course. Topics include elements (fire,
air, water and earth plus the fifth, ether), Karma (law of cause and effect), occult anatomy, physical, astral and mental plans and questions of religion and god. The practical section is divided into 10 steps. Each step contains physical, astral and mental exercises, which the student must master to the degree outlined by
Bardon before moving on to the next step. Three types of exercises in one step should be practiced at the same time, the idea is that it will lead to more balanced development. English Editions Of the Brotherhood of Life Books ISBN 3-921338-01-8 Edition: Hardcover; November, 1987 Brotherhood of Life Books ISBN 1-
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